An adaptive automatic threat recognition system (AATR) developed at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is described for x-ray CT images of baggage. The AATR automatically adapts to the input object requirement specification (ORS), which can change or evolve over time. These specifications characterize materials of interest (MOIs), basic physical features of interest (FOIs) (such a mass and thickness) and performance goals (detection and false alarm probability) for objects of interest (OOIs). The need and technical requirements for an AATR were developed in collaboration with DHS's Explosives Division and Northeastern University's Awareness and Localization of Explosives-Related Threats (ALERT) Center, a DHS Center of Excellence (http://www.northeastern.edu/alert/).
INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses the problem of recognizing objects of interest (OOIs) in x-ray computed tomography (CT) images of baggage (plastic bins in our case). The OOIs considered in this paper contain specific materials of interest (MOIs). Also, certain basic physical features of the OOIs (such as mass and thickness) are constrained in particular ways. For our experiments, the MOIs were limited to saline, rubber and clay [1] . However, OOIs could be defined for explosives, drugs or other contraband. algorithms and codes may need to be modified. Because ATR-based certification and re-certification are so timeconsuming, the current process cannot quickly adapt to changing requirements.
Unlike ATRs, adaptive automatic threat recognition (AATR) systems can quickly adapt to ORSs that can change or evolve over time [2] . The input ORS prescribes materials of interest (MOIs) and basic physical features of interest (FOIs) for OOIs. The proposed AATR-based certification process would require the AATR hardware and software to be certified on specific baseline requirements. Once certified, the same AATR hardware, algorithms and codes would be applied (by TSA or its delegates) to any ORS supplied in the future as input without going through lengthy recertification. This proposed process would enable the AATR to quickly adapt to changing requirements. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of LLNL's AATR. Section 3 describes a consensus relaxation method for estimating the material composition of each voxel based not only on the subject voxel, but also its neighbors. Section 4 describes how image volumes are extracted from consensus relaxation images and how they are scored. Section 5 offers different methods for AATR performance characterization -one that is segment-centric, and two that are more voxel-centric and less segment-centric. ROC curves of AATR performance are then shown for a test set of ~180 plastic bins supplied by the ALERT Center of Excellence. ROC curves are provided for various ORSs and for each of the previously described AATR performance characterization methods. A method for automatically estimating decision thresholds for OOIs is proposed in Section 6. The paper is summarized in Section 7, and proposed future directions are discussed.
OVERVIEW OF THE AATR SYSTEM
CT images of baggage contain voxels whose values represent x-ray attenuations at one or more energies (the data in our study is single energy). These attenuations provide indications of voxel material composition [3] [4] [5] . The material composition component of an ORS supplies a region of responsibility (ROR) for each MOI. An ROR is typically represented by mass density, i.e., a range of x-ray linear attenuation coefficients (LACs) at each energy and/or effective electron density and atomic number.
The joint probability density function (PDF) of LACs across one or more energies might also be supplied for certain MOIs. These joint PDFs might have been estimated as sample PDFs obtained from voxels across multiple bags associated with objects known to contain specific materials. How narrow these sample PDFs are is impacted by material homogeneity and/or the accuracies of values assigned to the voxels in tomographic image reconstructions. For example, the arrangement and material composition of objects in baggage can impact image reconstruction artifacts and the overall accuracy of the image reconstruction. Much work has been done over many years to improve the quality of CT image reconstructions (see, e.g., [6] [7] [8] and the references therein). This work is particularly relevant to us because CT image reconstructions are principal inputs to any AATR system. More specifically, the ability of an ATR to classify CT image voxels by material type is fundamentally limited by how narrow the PDFs associated with the various materials to be distinguished are and how much they overlap. Fig.1 shows sample and ROR-based PDFs for saline, rubber and clay in the single-energy case. Because the sample PDFs in Fig.1a for saline and rubber have significant overlap, one might expect saline and rubber to be difficult to discriminate. However, because the saline and clay PDFs overlap less, one might expect them to be easier to discriminate.
RORs contain much less information than sample PDFs about the true shape of the PDF. One could assume that the PDF associated with an ROR is uniform. However, uniform PDFs are seldom (if ever) observed for materials in practice. A more realistic assumption is that the PDF will peak somewhere within the ROR, and the naïve assumption would be to assign the peak to the center of the ROR. Fig.1b shows ROR-based PDFs for saline, rubber and clay under this assumption. There is some basic resemblance between the ROR-based PDFs in Fig.1b and the sample PDFs in Fig.1a .
In a 3D image, an object manifests as an image volume composed of voxels. Such an object can be characterized not only by the material composition of the voxels it contains, but also by its physical features. By adding object physical features to the ORS, one might potentially be able to improve upon the performance of an ATR that finds OOIs (e.g., a rubber sheet or a saline bottle) based solely on voxel material composition (e.g., rubber or saline). For weapons such as guns and knives (which are not within the scope of the OOIs for this paper), specific object shape information is very important. Fuzzy K nearest neighbor (KNN) [9] , support vector machine (SVM) [10] and convolutional neural network (CNN) classifiers [11] have all been applied to ATR of weapons in CT images of baggage. These classifiers are all trained on sets of positive and negative exemplars (CNN classifiers require the largest training sets). However, for OOIs such as explosives, drugs or other contraband (which are relevant to the scope of this paper), one would not want the object physical features to be too specific because the OOIs could have vastly different presentations (e.g., they could potentially come in all shapes and sizes). We thus currently limit the specification to prescribed ranges of very general physical features (in particular, mass and thickness) consistent with OOIs. Other features (namely texture and containment) have also been considered, but are not currently being used in our AATR implementation. Fig.1 Examples of single-energy PDFs for saline, rubber and clay: (a) sample PDFs, (b) ROR-based PDFs. Fig.2 shows a top-level block diagram of our approach to AATR. The most likely MOI composition is computed for each CT image voxel. The image of most likely MOI IDs (referred to as the MOI ID image) is segmented to produce extracted image volumes (image segments) whose voxels all have the same most likely MOI. An OOI score is computed for each segment and the OOIs are found. Unlike ATRs for weapons, which require potentially extensive training, the AATR in Fig.2 (for OOIs such as drugs, explosives or other types of contraband) requires no classifier training. Our AATR is also computationally efficient. For instance, running on a single compute core in a computer with 24 GB of RAM, our AATR code can process the single energy CT image of a typical plastic bin of size 512 x 512 x 400 in ~15 -30 seconds. 
where N(x,y,z) is the neighborhood of (x,y,z) -a rectangular window with center at (x,y,z) that extends ±w x in x, ±w y in y and ±w z in z. For the test data described in this paper, we use w x = w y = w z = w, where w is the consensus relaxation
, which can be computed efficiently using a fast moving average algorithm whose time complexity does not depend on window extent. The consensus likelihood for voxel v(x,y,z) is
and the ID of the consensus MOI for voxel v(x,y,z) is
3) varies from 0 to m. k * (v) = 0 is reserved for background voxels (voxels believed to contain air or material that is of no interest). k * (v) > 0 is reserved for foreground voxels (voxels believed to contain one of the materials of interest). In (3.3), 
is a lower bound on the admissible consensus likelihood below which the ID of the consensus MOI is set to zero. We use p crit = 0.2 as the value at the ROR boundary of ROR-based PDFs (see Fig.1b ) normalized to a peak value of one. p crit separates voxels that potentially belong to OOIs in the bin or bag from background voxels that do not potentially belong to OOIs. The likelihood and MOI ID formulas in (3.2 -3.3) are neighborhood operations (as opposed to point operations). They express consensus within a local neighborhood as to what the material composition of the voxel at the center is, and the degree of belief in that consensus. Algorithm 1 summarizes the transformation from CT images to consensus MOI images. shows the CT image of a plastic bin rendered in 3D using our AATR application. Fig.3b shows one slice (slice 160) of the CT image. Fig.3c -e show the consensus likelihood images of that slice for consensus relaxation parameters of w = 1, 2 and 3. Fig.3f -h show the corresponding consensus MOI ID images of that slice. The consensus image tends to become less fragmented and less busy as the degree of consensus relaxation increases.
OOI CLASSIFICATION STATISTICS FOR CT IMAGE SEGMENTS AND VOXELS
The idea of using segmentation to extract image volumes (segments) from CT images is consistent with the requirement to identify locations of potential OOIs within baggage. Image segmentation has been heavily researched over many decades. One general method is to spatially cluster voxels with similar properties. To determine the number of voxel categories present in the image, one might use variants of standard clustering methods such as K-means [12] [13] , or analyze the sample PDF of voxel values [14] .
Our AATR transforms CT images into consensus MOI ID images before extracting volumes (segments) from them. As described in Algorithm 1, this transformation computes for each voxel, the ID (an integer) and likelihood of the most likely MOI composition for that voxel. When images of most likely MOI IDs are segmented, each extracted image volume contains a complete set of spatially connected voxels for which the most likely MOI ID (a positive integer) is the same. Our decision to segment images of MOI IDs (rather than CT images) thus leads to extracted volumes with homogeneous material compositions. In this case, the segmentation problem is relatively simple, and its solution is unique (i.e., there is one and only one possible set of extracted volumes). If particular mixed or heterogeneous material compositions are important, the mixtures themselves could be defined as MOIs.
The OOI classification statistic (score) that we compute for an extracted image volume (segment S) is the product of a segment material composition factor (which depends on the MOIs) and a segment physical features factor (which depends on the FOIs), both of which vary from zero to one: c(S) = P material (S) P feature (S) (4.1)
Segment Material Composition Factor
The material composition factor for extracted image volume or segment S is
where n(S) is the number of voxels in segment S. In (4.2),
where p * (v) in (3.2) is the consensus likelihood for CT image voxel v. p * (v) in (4.3) is the normalized consensus likelihood (some fraction of the peak consensus likelihood function value for CT image voxel v).
Segment Physical Features Factor
Regardless its material composition, the segment physical feature component for an extracted image volume restricts that volume to a low OOI score when any of its physical features is inconsistent with the ORS. For an ORS that includes n FOIs {f i } n i = 1 , P feature (S) is thus expressed as the product of n factors, one for each FOI:
In (4.4), P feature,i (f ; θ) is the constraint function for physical feature i, f i (S) is the value of feature i for segment S, and k(S) is the ID of the most likely MOI for segment S. Also, θ i (k) is the set of parameters for the feature i constraint function when the most likely MOI for the segment has an ID of k. These parameters can vary not only from feature to feature, but also from MOI to MOI.
"Soft rectangular" constraint functions are sufficient for our purposes. As shown in Fig.4 , these constraint functions are unit isosceles trapezoids, with three parameters, namely the start θ 0 , end θ 1 , and tail width θ 2 of the rectangular pulse (or alternatively, the center (θ 0 +θ 1 )/2, half width (θ 1 −θ 0 )/2, and tail width θ 0 of the rectangular pulse). If the tail width parameter is unspecified, it is set to the half width. "Soft rectangular" functions become rectangular pulses when θ 2 = 0, triangular pulses when θ 0 = θ 1 , and Kronecker deltas when θ 0 = θ 1 and θ 2 = 0. 
Segment Physical Features
We define segment physical features as object macroscopic characteristics other than material composition. Because OOIs can have vastly different presentations, the physical features used should not be too specific. Instead, the selected physical features and the ranges of feature values should be broadly consistent with OOIs.
The physical features of interest used in this paper are object mass and thickness, which relate to object shape or geometry. Two other features, namely texture (which is unrelated to object shape) and containment, have also been considered, but are not currently being used. Object mass is estimated by multiplying object volume by the mean of segment voxel attenuations and a mass density factor of 1/1024 g/cm 3 [1] . Object thickness is estimated in separate passes along the x, y and z axes over the 3D image of segment IDs. The mean of segment run lengths is computed along one direction in each pass. The minimum of over all three passes of the mean segment run length is used as the estimate of segment thickness.
Consensus-Based Classification Statistics for CT Image Voxels
The normalized consensus likelihood 
AATR PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, the detection -false alarm performance of our AATR is characterized using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. On a ROC curve, the detection probability P D is plotted against the false alarm probability may also depend on a parameter that restricts the non-ground truth voxels that are to be considered.
A segment-centric performance characterization method is described in Section 5.1. In this method, each extracted image volume (or segment) is taken to be a positive when it corresponds to an actual OOI (and is taken to be a negative otherwise). Two voxel-centric performance characterization methods are described in Section 5.2. In the first of these methods, each voxel for which the LAC exceeds some minimum value of μ min is taken to be a positive when it belongs to an OOI (and is taken to be a negative when it does not). The μ min parameter is discussed further in Section 5.2. The second of these methods is like the first, except positive voxels must also belong to a segment whose physical features are OOI admissible. Properties of the various performance characterization methods are discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.
2. An experiment is conducted on a test set of ~180 plastic bins supplied by the ALERT Center of Excellence. In Section 5.3, ROC curves are provided for various ORSs and for each of the previously described AATR performance characterization methods.
Segment-Centric Performance Characterization
A segment-centric performance characterization method was defined in [1] , and it is used by ALERT as the default. This method evaluates performance on sets of extracted segments. The AATR somehow extracts segments (volumes) from a test set of CT images of plastic bins. OOI classification statistic c(S) in (4.1) is then computed for each segment. N + is the number of OOIs packed into the test set of plastic bins. N − is the number of non-OOIs packed into the test set of plastic bins. N TP (c * ) is the number of segments extracted by the AATR for which c(S) ≥ c * and for which precision and recall exceed some prescribed value (0.2 for sheet objects 1 , and 0.5 for bulk objects [1] [2] ). In the present context, precision is defined as the number of voxels in the extracted image segment that belong to the OOI (the number of voxels in the overlap) divided by the number of voxels in the extracted segment. Likewise, recall is defined as the number of voxels in the overlap divided by the number of voxels in the OOI. N FP (c * ) is the number segments extracted by the AATR for which c(S) ≥ c * and for which the overlap criteria are not met. This definition guarantees P D (c * ) in (5.1) will vary from zero to one. However, P FA (c * ) will be greater than one when the number of extracted image 1 Sheet objects are thin, and the ratio of thickness to surface area is very small. Bulk objects are either thicker, or the ratio of thickness to surface area is not small. segments that are negatives exceeds the number of non-OOIs packed into the plastic bins. If P FA (c * ) exceeds one, it is clipped to one.
The segment-centric performance characterization method just described has the following properties:
(a) The P FA ratio can produce values greater than one.
(b) The computed numbers of true and false positives can vary depending on the "special" threshold value used for precision and recall (a heuristic).
(c) Nearly identical image volumes extracted by different AATRs could potentially contribute differently to P D and P FA . For example, for an image volume extracted by one AATR, a contribution will be made to P D when the precision and recall relative to a specific OOI are slightly above the threshold. However, for a nearly identical volume extracted by another AATR, a contribution will instead be made to P FA when either precision or recall relative to that same OOI are slightly below the threshold.
(d) An OOI will not be detected even when most of its voxels are covered by multiple extracted volumes that are each too small by themselves to be called detections.
(e) An OOI will not be detected even when it is completely covered by an extracted volume that is too large to be called a detection.
Voxel-Centric Performance Characterization
Two alternative voxel-centric performance characterization methods will now be developed. These methods classify individual voxels rather than individual segments. The first of these methods uses the voxel classification statistic c(v) in (4.5), which accounts only for material composition. It leads to a holistic measure of performance, i.e., it evaluates performance on bags as a whole within the test set (rather than on sets of extracted segments). The second of these methods uses the voxel classification statistic c(v) in (3.6), which accounts not only for voxel material composition (using the p * (v) factor), but also the physical features of the segment that it belongs to (using the P feature (S(v)) factor). It evaluates performance on sets of extracted segments. However, unlike the segment-centric measure, it does not require a heuristic threshold on precision or recall.
In the voxel-centric performance characterization method, N TP (c * ) is the number of voxels across all plastic bins for which c(v) ≥ c * that belong to an OOI. Similarly, N FP (c * ) is the number of voxels across all plastic bins for which c(v) ≥ c * that do not belong to an OOI. N + is the number of voxels across all plastic bins that belong to an OOI. N − is the number of voxels across all plastic bins that do not belong to an OOI for which the mean of voxel attenuations across all energies is ≥ μ min . μ min represents a lower bound on attenuations for any potential material of interest. We use μ min = 300 (for comparison, μ = 0 for air; μ = 1000 for water). μ min = 300 excludes CT image voxels that occupy air and lightweight objects (such as clothing) from consideration when calculating N − . P D (c * ) and P FA (c * ) are computed using (4.1).
Using these voxel-centric performance characterization measures, P D and P FA are easy to interpret. Specifically, P D reflects the fraction of OOI volume alarmed on. P FA reflects the fraction of non-OOI volume alarmed on (excluding volume composed of material for which the attenuation is less than μ min ). While μ min does impact the computed number of false positives, it is not a heuristic. In particular, μ min is based on RORs, theoretical values, or CT scanner measurements of MOI samples in the laboratory.
The voxel-centric performance characterization methods just described have the following properties: .5) is used, the voxels within the extracted volumes will all contribute to P D .
(g) If c(v) in (4.6) is used, when an OOI is completely covered by an extracted volume that is too large to be called a detection, all voxels within the extracted volume will contribute to P FA , and none will contribute to P D .
However, if c(v) in (4.5) is used, voxels within the extracted volume that also lie within the OOI will contribute to P D , while voxels within the extracted volume that lie outside any OOI will contribute to P FA .
AATR Performance Study
As summarized in Table 1 , the ROC curves presented for our AATR in this Section were generated for OOIs with various material compositions and various constraints on physical features of interest. The associated ORSs were generated by the authors for the study in this paper. The ROC curves in Fig.5 are based on the segment-centric performance characterization measure in Section 4.1. Performance was best for clay OOIs (which are typically the most dense). In the ROC curve for "all", an OOI can contain either saline, rubber or clay. In this case, it is clear from Fig.5 that the segment-centric measure can penalize the AATR if, for enough voxels, the computed most likely material of interest is inconsistent with the actual material composition. Some of the abrupt changes in ROC curve slopes are most likely related to hard thresholds on precision and recall imposed by this performance measure. The ROC curves in Fig.6 use the voxel-centric performance characterization method in Section 4.2 with c(v) in (4.5) (which is sensitive only to material composition), and consensus relaxation parameters of w = 1 and w = 2. Performance is again best for clay OOIs. Performance appears to be slightly better for w = 2 than for w = 1. The consensus material estimate may be slightly more robust when w = 2. Also, as illustrated in Fig.3f -h, when the degree of consensus relaxation (w) increases, the images of extracted volumes tend to become less fragmented and less busy. However, we have found that when w is too large, the shapes of the extracted volumes become distorted, and extracted objects can begin to merge together.
The ROC curves in Fig.7 use the voxel-centric performance characterization method in Section 5.2, c(v) in (4.6) (which is sensitive to both material composition and segment physical features), and a consensus relaxation parameter of w = 1. Performance is again best on clay OOIs.
The voxel-centric measure based on material composition and segment physical features (Fig.7) reported the highest false alarm probabilities, and the voxel-centric measure based solely on material composition (Fig.6 ) reported the lowest, with the segment-centric measure (Fig.5) somewhere in between. This is no surprise since the criteria for claiming that an extracted image volume is a detection become more difficult to meet when volume physical features are taken into account.
Based on properties (a-e) listed in Section 5.1, segment-centric performance characterizations have issues related to the P FA ratio, use of heuristics, and the fact that OOIs mostly covered by extracted volumes are not always said to be detections. The last of these is also an issue for voxel-centric performance characterizations sensitive to segment physical features. Both of these methods evaluate performance on sets of extracted segments. While voxel-centric performance characterizations sensitive only to voxel material composition do not have these issues, one must still understand what "good" false alarm performance means in the context of this performance measure. One might answer this question by empirically relating P FA estimated using this method to the percentage of bags that an operator would (4.6) sensitive to both material composition and segment physical features. Objects composed of saline, rubber, clay and any of these materials, w = 1.
ADAPTIVE DECISION THRESHOLD ESTIMATION
While the goals of performance characterization using ROC curves can be achieved by varying the decision threshold c * , a specific decision threshold must be chosen in order for the AATR to return concrete OOI assessment results to the operator. A method for estimating c * that can adapt to different materials of interest and to the clutter in different bags will now be proposed. For the bag-specific ROC curve associated with a particular MOI k, the operating point depends on the performance goal (P D (k), P FA (k)) (if supplied) for that MOI. As illustrated in Fig.8a , if the ROC curve does not meet the performance goal, the operating point (P * D , P * FA ) is the point on the ROC curve closest to (P D (k), P FA (k)) (based on Euclidean distance in 2D). As illustrated in Fig.8b , if the ROC curve meets or exceeds the performance goal, 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
A consensus relaxation approach for a practical AATR system has been developed. Such a system would not need to be re-certified every time the ORS changes. It would instead adapt to new requirements, not by re-training a classifier, but by accepting new ORSs as input.
ORSs prescribe x-ray attenuation properties for materials of interest (MOIs) and constraints on general physical features of interest that are consistent with the requirements. In the consensus relaxation approach, CT images are transformed into consensus material of interest ID images that emphasize voxels belonging to objects consistent with the ORS, while de-emphasizing voxels that do not. By extracting segments from consensus MOI ID images (rather than CT images), segmentation is reduced to a simple problem with a unique solution, leading to segments with homogeneous material composition.
Classification statistics were proposed for both CT image voxels and segments. All proposed statistics were sensitive to material composition, and some were also sensitive to segment physical features. Voxel and segment-centric AATR performance characterization methods were described. These methods were applied to a test set of ~180 plastic bins supplied by the ALERT Center of Excellence. The ROC curves were shown to be highly dependent on the classification statistic and performance characterization method used. From this, we conclude that it is important (a) to rigorously enforce fundamental principles of statistical analysis in the design of the performance characterization method, and (b) to choose a classification statistic that leads to an intuitive and easily understood interpretation of detection and false alarm probability.
In particular, while segmentation is useful for localizing OOIs within baggage, performance characterization measures that account for segment physical features evaluate performance on sets of segments and are sometimes problematic in how they handle overlap between OOIs and extracted segments (image volumes). They are also sometimes problematic in how they handle OOIs mostly covered by voxels that belong to extracted segments. Of the two methods that evaluate performance on individual segments, we favor the voxel-based method because it does not require a heuristic threshold on precision or recall (used in methods that evaluate segmentation performance). We favor the proposed voxel-centric performance characterization measure based solely on material composition. This method provides a more holistic performance assessment (i.e., it evaluates performance on bags as a whole within the test set). As such, it does not have the issues associated with methods that evaluate performance on sets of segments, and it leads to intuitive and easily interpreted detection and false alarm probability estimates. However, one must still determine what "good" false alarm performance means in the context of a given performance measure. To achieve this, one must somehow relate P FA estimates to the percentage of bags that an operator would need to open.
Finally, a decision threshold estimation method for OOIs was proposed that can adapt not only to various materials of interest, but also to the clutter present in the specific bag that is being analyzed. This critical element enables the AATR to tell operators which bags to inspect.
The immediate priority for the future is to implement and test an automatic decision threshold estimator for AATR in CT images of baggage. Our consensus relaxation approach will also be extended to CT images of baggage with system independent (ρ,z) (SIRZ) parameterizations [5] . Finally, we plan to investigate the impact on AATR performance when voxel classification statistics based solely on material composition are replaced by outputs of convolutional neural networks. These CNNs would be trained on voxel neighborhoods in MOI images of baggage to learn the difference between benign voxels and voxels that belong to OOIs. The CNN would ultimately classify each voxel based on the spatial distribution of voxels within its local neighborhood that have relevant material compositions.
